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February 10, 1989 

Mr. Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Road 
Frederick, Maryland 21701 

Dear Mr. Weisberg: 

Thank you for your letter regarding our program Front Page. We always 
appreciate hearing from our viewers - even those, like yourself, who 
have a complaint from time to time. 

During the episode of Front Page which focused on the assassination of 
President Kennedy, our guest, Blaine Taylor, presented his theories 
regarding the assassination. Mr. Taylor's appearance on the program in 
no way implied WMAR-TV's support or agreement with his theories. He 
was simply a guest on this show, being given the opportunity to 
present his point of view. I would also like to point out that Front 
Page is not a news program, as you suggested in your letter; it is a 

1 public affairs program which focuses on current events which may be of 
interest to our viewers. I believe that we provide an interesting 
array of guests and subjects on this show, and hope that you will 
continue to watch. 

Mr. .Weisberg, I appreciate your comments, and I include for your 
perusal information submitted to us by Mr. Taylor. As I am sure you 

I

are aware, there will always be controversy surrounding President 
Kennedy's assassination, and we may never uncover all of the details 
of November 22, 1963. As long as there is interest in this subject, 
however, there are bound to be more theories expounded and "new 
details" uncovered. And most likely, those who support these theories 
will be featured on shows like Front Page. 

While we don't expect that every viewer will agree with every feature 
on the program, we appreciate it when you let us know what you think. 
Thank you again for writing, and for watching Channel 2. 

Arnold J. Kleiner 

cc: Ronald M. Shapiro 
Rick White 


